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Abstract: Mental representations of geographic space are based on knowledge of spatial elements and
the spatial relation between these elements. Acquiring such mental representations of space requires
assessing distances between pairs of spatial elements. In virtual reality (VR) applications, locomotion
techniques based on real-world movement are constrained by the size of the available room and
the used room scale tracking system. Therefore, many VR applications use additional locomotion
techniques such as artificial locomotion (continuous forward movement) or teleporting (“jumping”
from one location to another). These locomotion techniques move the user through virtual space
based on controller input. However, it has not yet been investigated how different established
controller-based locomotion techniques affect distance estimations in VR. In an experiment, we
compared distance estimations between artificial locomotion and teleportation before and after
a training phase. The results showed that distance estimations in both locomotion conditions
improved after the training. Additionally, distance estimations were found to be more accurate when
teleportation locomotion was used.

Keywords: virtual reality; artificial locomotion; smooth locomotion; teleportation; distance estima-
tion; spatial cognition

1. Introduction

The cognition of geographic space is a topic of rising importance in disciplines dealing
with spatial visualization, such as spatial cognition and cartography [1–3]. To shape
out an accurate mental representation of the environment, people often use external
references [4–6]. These external sources can be cartographic media, such as “traditional” 2D
printed maps or interactive and animated digital spatial representations. The improvement
of such cartographic media, with the aim of reducing spatial distortions in cognitive
representations of space and to increase the efficiency in map-reading performance, has
been under study for years [7–9].

Recent advances in hardware and software technology have provided new possibili-
ties for communicating spatial information. Virtual reality (VR) systems allow visualization
of (and interaction with) dynamic virtual 3D environments. Immersive features like a
first-person view, stereoscopic displays, and the transfer of real-world movement into
virtual space (room scale VR) can provide users of VR with a sense of presence unmatched
by screen- or paper-based presentation of spatial information [10,11]. Additionally, using al-
ready available geospatial data and game engines like Unity or Unreal Engine, VR-based 3D
spatial representations of real-world space can be created fast and cost-efficiently [12–15].
Recently, the use of such VR-based spatial representations has become an increasing re-
search topic in a broad range of academic fields operating with spatial data, such as
3D cartography [16,17], laser scanning and photogrammetry [18,19], urban geography
and planning [14,20,21], biodiversity [12], glaciology [22], landscape research [23], noise
pollution [24], cultural heritage and architecture [25,26], and education [27,28].
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Hruby et al. [29] argue that VR-based spatial representations are “realistic 1:1 replicas
you can evaluate concerning individual characteristics as you would do being really there”.
This makes visualizing space in VR interesting for cases where interaction with virtual
space is safer or more cost efficient than experiencing real-world space, e.g., hazard training
simulations or “visiting” remote spaces [30]. However, it is important to consider that
interaction with a VR environment still differs from real-world interaction. Despite the lack
of self-motion cues, VR locomotion techniques such as teleportation or artificial locomotion
are applied to a great variety of VR applications. The choice of locomotion techniques
may have severe impacts on the spatial cognition within a virtual reality environment [31].
By interacting with a VR environment, people gradually build a mental representation of
the displayed geographic space, and the applied locomotion techniques within the virtual
model can influence these cognitive representations [32]. This may be due to spatial relations
and distances being experienced differently based on the applied locomotion technique.

First studies on the effects of VR locomotion on spatial cognition already indicate that
different locomotion techniques lead to different levels of spatial awareness in a virtual
reality environment. Coomer et al. [33] suggest arm-cycling as a locomotion technique
that causes a high spatial awareness. It is also argued that teleporting could lead to spatial
disorientation, because self-motion cues are lacking [34,35]. In terms of directional errors in
navigational tasks, continuous locomotion techniques seem to show slight advantages over
discrete approaches as teleportation [36]. However, how the lack of self-motion cues of
different controller-based VR locomotion techniques affects distance estimations is still not
fully understood. Being able to estimate distances accurately is important for the formation
of precise cognitive representations of space, because distance estimations are required
to assess the spatial relations between elements within a real or virtual environment [37].
Consequentially, if the used VR locomotion technique affects distance estimations, cog-
nitive models created based on interaction with a virtual environment are susceptible to
systematic distortions. Campos et al. [38,39] assessed effects of body-based and visual
self-motion cues on distance estimations and found that withholding specific self-motion
cues deteriorated distance estimations. In this paper, we aim to extend these studies by
investigating effects of two of the most commonly used VR locomotion techniques with
limited self-motion cues (teleportation and artificial locomotion) on distance estimations in
a virtual environment. The results aim to broaden our understanding of spatial perception
in VR environments and may help to choose the most appropriate type of locomotion for a
VR application based on its defined purpose.

2. Background

Distance estimations during locomotion within real-world and virtual space can be
distinguished based on the information sources they are linked with. The perception of self-
motion and the assessment of traveled distances can be based on the use and integration of
different sensory information as optic flow, proprioception, and vestibular feedback [39–41].
Optic flow is defined as visual information about the relative motion between an observer
and the environment [42]. Proprioception describes the perception of self-motion based
on information provided by receptors called proprioceptors located in the muscles, joints,
and skin [43,44]. The vestibular system located in the inner ear provides information
about angular and linear acceleration of the head [45,46]. Thus, if distances within a VR
environment are supposed to be perceived as similar to distances within the real world,
VR locomotion techniques should provide similar visual, proprioceptive, and vestibular
information as real-world locomotion.

The most natural form of locomotion available in VR environments is room scale
locomotion [47]. Room scale VR uses either tracking stations or cameras built into the head-
mounted display (HMD) to track changes of the position and rotation of the HMD and
controllers. Real world movements of the HMD and controllers are then mirrored onto the
simulated head position and rotation, as well as the position and rotation of 3D controller
models in virtual space [48]. Thus, similar to real-world locomotion, visual information
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changes based on natural body movements. If the used tracking system is sufficiently
accurate, room scale locomotion is hardly distinguishable from natural locomotion in
the real world, because the user receives accurate visual, proprioceptive, and vestibular
feedback [49].

Unfortunately, the size of the play area available in room scale VR is limited by
multiple factors. These include the range of the tracking stations or cameras used to track
user movements, the length of the headset wiring (as most VR HMDs are still tethered),
and most importantly the size of the used room. Consequentially, if the size of a virtual
environment exceeds the size of the available play area, room scale locomotion reaches
its limits [50]. In these cases, additional VR locomotion techniques are required. Two
of the most popular types of VR locomotion besides room scale are artificial locomotion
(also called smooth locomotion or trackpad locomotion) [51] and teleportation. Artificial
locomotion is used to apply a steady movement to the location of the user within VR
space based on controller input. Usually, an analog stick or a touch pad is used to select
the direction or the speed of the movement. Teleportation locomotion is also based on
controller input. However, instead of applying a steady movement, a target location is
selected by pressing a button and aiming at the location with the controller. When the
pressed button is released, the user is instantly transferred to the selected target location.

Both of these locomotion techniques differ from natural movement in the real world,
because they lack proprioceptive and vestibular feedback [34,35]. As users of artificial
locomotion or teleportation locomotion do not actually travel through real-world space,
neither proprioceptors nor the vestibular system are triggered. This lack of specific self-
motion cues can affect how VR space is perceived. For example, Campos et al. [38,39]
found that distance estimations tend to be underestimated when distances are only visually
perceived without proprioceptive or vestibular locomotion feedback. Additionally, distance
estimations of traveled distances only based on visual information were found to be shorter
compared to distance estimations based on locomotion with proprioceptive and vestibular
feedback [39]. Based on these findings, we assume that distances are underestimated
when artificial locomotion or teleportation locomotion are used, because they also lack
proprioceptive and vestibular feedback. Concerning teleportation, an additional threat for
the accurate perception of locomotion is the lack of optic flow information [52], because, as
opposed to continuous forward locomotion, teleportations from one location to another are
carried out instantly. As shown in studies of McLeod and Ross [53] and Redlick et al. [54],
people can use optic flow information for distance and time to target estimations. Due
to the lack of optic flow information, teleportation-based distance estimations require
the user to estimate self-to-target distances separately for each teleportation. Multiple
distance estimations of consecutive teleportations must then be added up. Therefore, we
assume that teleportation-based distance estimations are more error-prone than artificial
locomotion-based distance estimations.

Concerning distance estimations in general, they need to be distinguished between
distances within peripersonal space, distances within extrapersonal space, or distances
between locations in peripersonal space and locations in extrapersonal space. Peripersonal
space is the close area within reach of our extremities. Extrapersonal space is the area
around our peripersonal space [55,56]. First studies on distance perception in VR demon-
strate that estimation errors within peripersonal space are small [56,57]. Distances ranging
into the extrapersonal space were found to be estimated less accurately with greater varia-
tions in the estimations and were more likely to be underestimated [56–58]. In the context
of the formation of mental representations of space based on VR locomotion, the focus is
on distances ranging into the extrapersonal space, because visual cues as teleport target
locations or visual elements providing optic flow information are often outside the periper-
sonal space. Therefore, the mentioned studies support the already stated assumption that
distances are underestimated when artificial locomotion or teleport locomotion are used.

When the accuracy of distance estimations is assessed, it must also be taken into
account under what circumstances distances are estimated. Previous studies on distance
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estimations in virtual environments usually used either blindfolded walking towards a
target, which has been formerly presented visually in VR, or placing a marker remotely to
estimate the distance of a previously traveled path or presented object [38,39,59–62]. In a
locomotion context, two additional types of distance estimations are applicable: replicat-
ing a previously traveled distance or estimating the metric value of a formerly traveled
distance. Replicating traveled distance is important for finding one’s way back to a start
location. Metric distance estimations can be used to communicate distances or to integrate
travelled routes into a complex mental representation of space. Previous studies have
shown that people tend to underestimate distances if they have to apply a metric value to
them [56,63,64]. Although distance estimations in these studies were not locomotion-based,
the results support the previously made assumption that teleportation-based distance
estimations will be underestimated, because distances are assumed to be assessed based
on estimating visual self-to-target distances for each teleportation.

If, as assumed, teleportation and artificial locomotion-based distance estimations
are prone to systematic errors, the question arises whether there are ways to reduce
these errors. Richardson and Waller [65] demonstrated that systematic underestimations
of distances traveled blindfolded (based on previously visually perceived distances in
a virtual environment) can be reduced by a training. Concerning metric self-to-target
distance estimations in a real-world environment, Allen and Rashotte [66] found that
verbal feedback or visual milestones (markers at 50 m intervals) significantly reduced
estimation errors. Based on these findings, we assume that the accuracy of VR-based
replicated traveled distances and metric distance estimations can also be improved by a
training.

If, as argued, perception of distances in virtual environments is affected by the used
locomotion techniques, applying a specific locomotion technique (as artificial locomotion
or teleportation) can affect the formation of mental representations of the virtual space.
Reducing such potential errors in distance estimations, for example with a training pro-
cedure, may help to create more accurate mental representations of virtual environments.
In order to experimentally investigate the assumed effects of VR locomotion techniques
and training on distance estimations in virtual environments, we formulate the following
hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Distances traveled with artificial locomotion or teleportation locomotion in
VR are underestimated.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Distance estimations are more inaccurate when teleportation locomotion is used.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). Distance estimations based on VR locomotion can be improved by training.

3. Methods

The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The used
study design has been reviewed and approved by the ethics committee of the Faculty of
Geosciences at the Ruhr University Bochum.

3.1. Participants

The study sample consisted of 40 undergraduate students from Ruhr University
Bochum (26 females, 14 males). The age ranged between 18 and 30 years (M = 23.65;
SD = 2.47). To ensure similar perception of the visual stimuli displayed in the experiment,
normal or corrected vision was defined as a precondition for participation.

3.2. Materials

Using the game engine Unity (Unity Technologies, San Francisco, CA, USA, version
2019.1.0f2), a virtual 3D environment was built. This environment contained a long corridor
without a ceiling (see Figure 1). The floor was covered with two different textures. A path
in the center of the corridor with a width of 1 virtual meter was covered with a sand texture.
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The rest of the floor was covered with a shrub texture. These visual patterns were meant
to enable the perception of movement by providing optic flow information. To prevent
counting strategies based on visual stimulus input, focus was placed on avoiding repetitive
patterns in the used textures. As pretests showed that complex textures in the peripheral
field of view increased VR sickness, the walls confining the corridor were covered with a
solid (thus minimalistic) green texture.
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Figure 1. 3D model of a corridor used for distance estimations. The ground was covered with a sand
and a shrub texture to enable the perception of movement. For the walls, a solid green color was
used to minimize the risk of VR sickness.

To implement VR support, the SteamVR asset developed by Valve was used. This
asset enables the use of a great variety of VR HMDs (e.g., HTC Vive, HTC Vive Pro, Valve
Index) and controllers in Unity projects. It also provides room scale tracking in Unity
Projects when a compatible HMD is used. Additionally, SteamVR adds 3D models of the
used controllers and hand models to the virtual environment. The fingers of the hand
models move based on controller input.

Two locomotion techniques, teleportation and artificial locomotion, were implemented.
Teleportation enabled users to instantly change their current location in the virtual environ-
ment using controller input (see Figure 2, left side). Pressing down on a touchpad activated
an arc. The location where the arc touched the ground indicated the teleportation target.
By adjusting the position and rotation of the controller, users were able to change the angle
of the arc and consequentially the teleportation target. When the pressure on the touchpad
was released, users were instantly teleported to the target location.
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Figure 2. Implemented VR locomotion methods compared. The left side shows the teleportation
function. Aiming with an arc that originated from the used controller allowed users to select a tele-
portation target. The right side demonstrates the controller assignment for the artificial locomotion.
The upper 40% of the touchpad was assigned to a continuous forward movement, the lower 40% to a
continuous backward movement.
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Artificial locomotion was controlled with touchpad input. The top of the touchpad
(upper 40%) was linked to a continuous forward movement in the virtual environment with
a fixed speed of 5 km/h. Touching the bottom of the touchpad (lower 40%) continuously
moved the user backward in the virtual environment with the same speed (see Figure 2,
right side). The center of the touchpad (20% of the vertical size) was not linked to a
movement function. This was meant to prevent an undesired switch of the movement
direction.

3.3. Procedure

All experiments of the study were carried out in a quiet laboratory equipped with
SteamVR Lighthouse tracking stations. Before the experiment started, participants were
informed about the procedure and were asked to give signed informed consent. Each
participant was then assigned to one of the two investigated VR locomotion techniques
(teleportation or artificial locomotion). For each participant, the experimental procedure
was carried out twice (once with each VR locomotion technique), but the order of used
VR locomotion technique was randomized (crossover design). Participants were asked
to stand in the center of the room and were equipped with an HTC Vive Pro HMD and
an HTC Vive Controller (see Figure 3). In order to allow accommodation to the VR space,
the first visualized scene was a large empty plane with a checkerboard pattern on the
floor. VR locomotion was disabled in this scene. After the participants felt accommodated
and the HMD was fitted correctly and comfortably, the experimenter manually switched
to the next scene. This scene showed the corridor from Figure 1 with a red dot on the
floor (see Figure 4) at a distance of 6.87 virtual meters from the start position. To train the
use of the assigned locomotion technique, participants had to navigate towards the red
dot. The distance was chosen randomly, but was similar for all participants, to prevent a
training of distance estimations. After participants reached the red dot, a similar scene was
displayed, but the red dot was located at a random distance between 90 and 120 virtual
meters from the start position. Participants were asked to use the assigned locomotion
technique to reach the red dot and to estimate its distance from the start position (distance
visible target). The minimum distance of the red dot was selected to ensure that the dot was
not visible from the start position. This required the participants to estimate the traveled
distance instead of applying a visual self-to-target estimation before they used the assigned
locomotion technique. The maximum distance was selected to limit the scene duration and
consequentially minimize the risk of VR sickness in the artificial locomotion condition.
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Figure 3. Used VR hardware. Participants were equipped with an HTC Vive Pro HMD and an HTC
Vive Controller.
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Figure 4. Red target dot. The red dot was used to visualize the target participants had to reach using
teleportation or artificial locomotion.

The following experiment scene showed the corridor without the red dot. Participants
were asked to use the assigned locomotion technique to travel the same distance as in the
previous scene and to press a trigger button on the controller when they thought that they
had reached the target (distance invisible target). The same procedure was then repeated
for a second time. Hereafter, participants underwent a distance estimation training. The red
dot was placed 10 virtual meters away from the starting point of the corridor. Participants
were informed about the exact distance of the dot and had to use their assigned type of
locomotion to reach it. The training phase was then followed by two additional visible
target and invisible target distance estimations. Finally, the whole procedure was repeated
with the other locomotion technique (see Table 1).

Table 1. Overview of the experimental procedure. Each participant carried out two visible target
and invisible target distance estimations before and after the training using the assigned locomotion
technique (either teleportation or artificial locomotion). After completion, the procedure was repeated
using the second locomotion technique.

Chronological Order Training Condition
Locomotion Technique

Group A Group B

Distance Visible Target

Before Training

Teleport Artificial
Locomotion

Distance Invisible Target

Distance Visible Target

Distance Invisible Target

Training

Distance Visible Target

After TrainingDistance Invisible Target

Distance Visible Target

Distance Invisible Target

Distance Visible Target

Before Training

Artificial
Locomotion

Teleport

Distance Invisible Target

Distance Visible Target

Distance Invisible Target

Training

Distance Visible Target

After TrainingDistance Invisible Target

Distance Visible Target

Distance Invisible Target
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3.4. Measures

Difficulties to estimate distances were assessed based on differences between esti-
mated distances and the correct distance values in (virtual) meters. These differences
were calculated as absolute values, as well as directional (real) values. Absolute values
were meant to investigate the intensity of distance estimation errors between the different
experimental conditions. Directional values were used to indicate whether people underes-
timated (negative values) or overestimated (positive values) distances, thus whether they
stopped before reaching the target or after overshooting the correct distance.

3.5. Statistics

After calculating the absolute and directional errors for all distance estimations, error
value pairs were aggregated per participant, training condition, and VR locomotion tech-
nique. This reduced the amount of error values per participant to four distance estimation
error values (two absolute and two directional distance estimation error values) before the
training, and four error values after the training.

As indicated in Figure 5, not all response variables were evenly distributed, and mul-
tiple outliers were found. Especially for the absolute error values, right-skewedness and
outliers were to be expected, because values are by definition limited to the positive range.
Visual examination of the plots was supported by analysis of the response variables sepa-
rately for each combination of experimental conditions (teleportation/artificial locomotion,
before training/after training, visible target/invisible target, absolute errors/directional
errors) using the Shapiro–Wilk test. Results showed that the response values in 11 of 16
condition combinations were not normally distributed (p < 0.05).
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that the response variables were not evenly distributed in all experimental conditions and multiple
outliers were found.

Due to the uneven distributions and resulting outliers, we chose nonparametric
tests to investigate the potential differences of distance estimation errors implied in our
hypotheses. Main and interaction effects of VR locomotion technique and the training
condition were investigated separately for the two distance estimation tasks (distance
visible target/distance invisible target) and the two error types (absolute errors/directional
errors) using Scheirer–Ray–Hare tests. Additionally, as Scheirer–Ray–Hare tests do not
account for repeated measures effects, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used to verify
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potentially significant main effects concerning the training conditions. Finally, to control
whether experience with the teleportation locomotion also improved distance estimations
using artificial locomotion, and vice versa, distance estimation errors were compared
between the two experiment cycles using Mann–Whitney U tests.

4. Results
4.1. Effects of Locomotion Technique and Training

The investigation of distance estimations with visible target positions (see Figure 6)
showed two significant main effects for absolute distance estimation errors. Absolute
errors were on average lower when teleportation locomotion was used (MTeleport = 22.31 m,
SDTeleport = 20.58 m, MArtificial = 34.69 m, SDArtificial = 34.43 m, H(1) = 9.85, p < 0.01) and after
participants received a training (MBefore = 37.62 m, SDBefore = 26.82 m, MAfter= 19.38 m,
SDAfter = 28.27 m, H(1) = 34.34, p < 0.001). Applying the Wilcoxon signed-rank test
to compare absolute distance estimation errors before and after the training also led to
significant results (Z = −5.08, p < 0.001).
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Figure 6. Distance estimation errors for visible targets. The left side of the figure shows the absolute
distance estimation errors; the right side shows the directional errors. Absolute distance estimation
errors were significantly lower when teleportation locomotion was used (p < 0.01). Additionally,
absolute distance estimation errors were lower (p < 0.001) and estimated distance values were higher
(p < 0.01) after the training.

A matching significant main effect was found for directional distance estimation
errors with visible target positions. Estimated distances were significantly higher after the
training (MBefore = −8.39 m, SDBefore = 44.29 m, MAfter= 5.27 m, SDAfter = 33.7 m, H(1) = 7.53,
p < 0.01). Again, using the paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test replicated the significance of
mean differences between the training conditions (Z = 3.1, p < 0.01). However, no significant
differences of directional distance estimations with visible target were found between the
two locomotion techniques (MTeleport = −3.61 m, SDTeleport = 29.78 m, MArtificial = 0.49 m,
SDArtificial = 47.93 m, H(1) = 0.18, p > 0.05).

Concerning both absolute and directional errors of distance estimations with visible
target, no significant interaction effects were found between the used locomotion techniques
and the training conditions.

Similar to the distance estimations with visible target, absolute errors of distance
estimations with invisible target were significantly lower when teleportation locomo-
tion was used (see Figure 7, MTeleport = 7.73 m, SDTeleport = 6.93 m, MArtificial = 9.38 m,
SDArtificial = 5.97 m, H(1) = 7.68, p < 0.01) and after participants received a training
(MBefore = 10.38 m, SDBefore = 7.13 m, MAfter= 6.73 m, SDAfter = 5.24 m, H(1) = 15, p < 0.001).
The significance of the main effect training was also replicated when the Wilcoxon signed-
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rank test was applied (Z = 3.59, p < 0.001). However, no significant interaction effect was
found between the used locomotion techniques and the training conditions.
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Figure 7. Distance estimation errors for invisible targets. The left side of the figure shows the absolute
distance estimation errors; the right side shows the directional errors. After the training, absolute
distance estimation errors were significantly lower (p < 0.001) and average distance estimations
increased (p < 0.05). The interaction effect between the training condition and the used locomotion
technique on directional distance estimation errors was narrowly not significant (p = 0.052). Never-
theless, both graphs indicate that the training affected distance estimations more strongly when the
teleportation locomotion was used.

Directional distance estimations with invisible target were significantly higher and
errors shifted closer to zero after the training (MBefore = -3.52 m, SDBefore = 10.19 m,
MAfter= −0.94 m, SDAfter = 7.71 m, H(1) = 5.49, p < 0.05). Again, using the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test replicated the significant findings of the Scheirer–Ray–Hare test concern-
ing the mean directional distance estimation differences between the training conditions
(Z = 2.06 p < 0.05). Additionally, the interaction effect between the used locomotion tech-
niques and the training conditions was only narrowly above the significance level of 0.05
(H(1) = 3.77, p = 0.052). As indicated by the right graph in Figure 7, the significant main
effect of the training conditions seems to be exclusively based on changes in the tele-
port condition (MTeleport Before = −4.64 m, SDTeleport Before = 11.06 m, MTeleport After = 0.75 m,
SDTeleport After = 5.46 m, MArtificial Before = −2.4 m, SDArtificial Before = 9.25 m,
MArtificial After = −2.62 m, SDArtificial After = 9.2 m).

4.2. Skill Transfer Between Locomotion Techniques

Comparisons of distance estimations between the two experiment cycles demon-
strated a significant training effect across the two locomotion techniques (not to mix up
with the before/after training conditions). In the visible target task, absolute distance
estimation errors were significantly lower (MFirst Cycle = 34.65 m, SDFirst Cycle = 34.22 m,
MsecondCycle = 22.35 m, SDsecondCycle = 20.97 m, U = 2340.5, p < 0.05) and mean distance
estimation values were significantly higher (MFirst Cycle = −8.02 m, SDFirst Cycle = 46.97 m,
MsecondCycle = 4.9 m, SDsecondCycle = 30.03 m, U = 2213, p < 0.01) in the second experiment
cycle (see Figure 8). However, no significant differences of distance estimations between
the two experiment cycles were found for the invisible target task.
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5. Discussion

The described experimental results support previous findings and provide further in-
sights into how VR locomotion techniques affect spatial perception in virtual environments.
As supposed by our first hypothesis, distances traveled with both artificial locomotion
and teleportation locomotion were initially (before the distance estimation training) un-
derestimated (see right chart of Figures 6 and 7). This fits to previous studies that found
underestimations of distances travelled with locomotion techniques lacking proprioceptive
and vestibular feedback [38,39], as well as studies demonstrating underestimations of
distances to objects in extrapersonal space in VR [56–58]. Underestimations and abso-
lute errors of metric distance estimations were more pronounced than underestimations
and absolute errors of replicated traveled distances. As already shown in previous stud-
ies [56,63,64], making metric distance estimations seems to be challenging, and people tend
towards underestimations.

Concerning our second hypothesis, we found no statistical evidence that distance esti-
mations are more inaccurate when teleportation locomotion is used. Underestimations of
initial teleportation-based distance estimations were only insignificantly more pronounced
than artificial locomotion-based underestimations. Opposed to our expectations, absolute
distance estimation errors (underestimations and overestimations combined) were actually
significantly higher when artificial locomotion was used (see left chart of Figure 6). These
findings may indicate that optic flow self-motion cues, although found to enable distance
and time to target estimates [53,54], might be less relevant or helpful for the assessment of
traveled distances than other self-motion cues. This may be due to systematic distortions of
spatial perception. Multiple studies reported underestimations of optic flow-based distance
estimations, especially for longer distances [38,39,67]. Furthermore, optic flow speed was
found to be perceived as slower than it is [68]. Thus, optic flow has been shown to be an
error-prone information source for distance estimations. Based on these studies and our
findings, we argue that, despite the availability of an additional self-motion cue (optic
flow), using artificial locomotion does not lead to a better distance perception compared to
teleportation locomotion. However, it is still unclear whether this is only due to systematic
distortions of optic-flow based distance estimations or other differences between artificial
and teleportation locomotion. Additional potentially relevant differences such as counting
strategies and task duration are discussed below.
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Similarities and differences between artificial locomotion and teleportation locomotion
become more distinct when effects of a distance estimation training are compared. In our
third hypothesis, we assumed that such a training would improve distance estimations.
Indeed, we found that distance estimations with both locomotion types improved after
the training (see Figures 6 and 7). This is in line with studies showing that traveling and
giving metric estimates of visually perceived or traveled egocentric (self-to-target) distances
can be improved by training [65,66]. Furthermore, our findings extend these studies by
showing similar effects for metric estimations and replications of distances traveled without
proprioceptive and vestibular self-motion cues. However, further studies are required to
investigate how persistent these improvements are. If performance deteriorates quickly,
frequent trainings will be required.

Distinctive differences of training effects on distance estimations were found between
metric distance estimations (visible target) and replications of traveled distances (invisi-
ble target). Improvements of metric distance estimations were fairly similar for artificial
locomotion and teleportation locomotion (see Figure 6). Absolute error values were signifi-
cantly reduced and directional estimation errors shifted from underestimations to slight
overestimations. Thus, participants seem to have overcompensated after the training. Con-
cerning training effects on replications of traveled distances, great differences were found
between the two locomotion techniques (see Figure 7). Absolute errors for both locomotion
techniques were reduced after the training, but the reduction was more pronounced for tele-
portation locomotion. Whereas the pronounced underestimations of teleportation-based
distance estimations shifted toward minimal overestimations after the training, artificial
locomotion-based underestimations showed no difference after the training. We conclude
that participants benefited more strongly from a training when they used teleportation to
memorize and replicate traveled distances.

It has been addressed above that, besides the availability of optic flow, additional dif-
ferences between artificial and teleportation locomotion may affect how traveled distances
are perceived. Frenz and Lappe [67] found that the duration of a simulated motion affected
distance estimations with short motions being underestimated and long motions being
overestimated. As participants in our study were not forced to pause between two consec-
utive teleportations, they were able to travel long distances quickly and faster compared
to artificial locomotion. This might explain why underestimations of traveled distances
were more pronounced when teleportation locomotion was used. Furthermore, we argue
that different counting strategies could have been applied that affected the accuracy of
distance estimations. As the artificial locomotion speed was constant, participants could
have tried to count the seconds required to reach the 10 m target in the training condi-
tion, subsequently counted the seconds to reach the target in the experimental condition,
and then roughly calculated the traveled metric distance [69]. Thus, it appears logical
that metric distance estimations improved after participants were provided with a 10 m
reference distance. However, replicating a previously traveled distance did not require
the estimation of the metric distance. It was sufficient to count the time required to reach
the target. Replicating this distance then only required traveling forward for the same
time. This might explain why directional errors of artificial locomotion-based distance
estimations did not change after the training. Teleportation locomotion on the other hand
is argued to be based on a counting of consecutive teleportations. If consecutive teleporta-
tions with similar travel distances are applied, each teleportation can act as a milestone
used to subdivide and structure the distance to the target similar to visual milestones
provided in a real-world egocentric distance estimation study of Allen and Rashotte [66].
If information about a self-to-(teleportation-)target distance is available, the traveled dis-
tance can be calculated based on the number of consecutive teleportations. Therefore, it
is understandable that teleportation-based metric distance estimations were more accu-
rate after participants were provided with a 10 m distance reference during the training.
Teleportation-based distance estimations may have furthermore benefited from the fact that
the distance of the teleportation target is selected based on the angle of the controller. As
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this angle is determined by the hand and arm posture, motor learning may help to replicate
specific teleportation target distances [70,71]. Although metric distance estimations are
not necessarily required to replicate previously traveled distances, reducing variations of
the hand and arm posture with the distance estimation training may have also helped to
assess how many teleportations with similar teleportation target distances are required to
reach a specific target location. This might explain why teleportation-based replications
of previously traveled distances were significantly more accurate after the training. The
different counting strategies might also explain why absolute distance estimation errors
were generally higher when artificial locomotion was used despite the availability of optic
flow as an additional self-motion cue. Counting seconds may induce higher cognitive
demands than counting teleportations, because a constant rhythm must be kept. Increased
cognitive demands can then lead to impaired task performance [72,73]. Furthermore, short
inattentiveness does not have to cause a miscount of teleportations, but necessarily will
affect the accuracy of counted seconds.

Comparing task performance between the two experiment cycles (applied locomotion
type) shows that distance estimation skills seem to be transferrable between different
locomotion types, as distance estimations were significantly better in the second experi-
ment cycle (see Figure 8). This contradicts findings of Richardson and Waller [65], who
found that distance estimation trainings only improved the trained type of distance esti-
mation (egocentric or exocentric). We argue that, in contrast to the study of Richardson
and Waller [65], people perceived distances in an unnatural (virtual) environment. As VR
consumer technology is still not widely spread, experience of participants with spatial
perception in VR is understandably limited. Therefore, it is unclear to what extent improve-
ments in the second experiment cycle can be ascribed to a skill transfer between the two
locomotion techniques or to a general habituation to spatial perception in VR space.

Taken together, our findings support our assumption that distance estimations in vir-
tual environments are systematically distorted and are affected by the applied locomotion
technique. When an accurate perception of distances in virtual environments is important,
it is recommended to use teleportation locomotion instead of artificial locomotion and
to provide a short distance estimation training. To what extent the accuracy of distance
estimations and the availability of self-motion cues as optic flow affects the formation of
mental representations of space in the form of route and location memory requires further
investigation.

6. Summary

VR locomotion techniques such as artificial locomotion and teleportation have been
found to affect how virtual environments are perceived. Both metric distances and repli-
cations of previously traveled distances are initially underestimated. People are better at
replicating distances than at estimating metric distance values. However, metric estima-
tions can be considerably improved with a distance estimation training. Improvements
of replicated distances have also been found, but are less pronounced. After the training,
underestimations of metric distances shifted towards slight overestimations, indicating
an overcompensation. Contrary to our expectations, the availability of an additional self-
motion cue when artificial locomotion was used (optic flow) did not lead to more accurate
distance estimations before or after the training. Concerning both types of investigated
distance estimations, improvements after the training were greater when teleportation
locomotion was used. We argue that teleportation locomotion allows the application of
counting strategies that induce fewer cognitive demands than counting strategies applied
during artificial locomotion, because the latter requires keeping track of the travel dura-
tion. Furthermore, people seem to be able to transfer distance estimation skills between
different VR locomotion techniques. Further studies are required to determine to what
extent improvements are caused by the distance estimation training, generally growing
experience with visual spatial perception in virtual environments, skill transfer between
different VR locomotion techniques, or a combination of these parameters.
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